Piloting novel
evaluation
methods for street
interventions

From research to practice:
Innovation in data-driven
monitoring and evaluation for
public realm street interventions.

Background

Overview

This report has been produced by the University of Edinburgh. It has been
delivered using Business Booster funding from the ESRC Impact Accelerator
fund, with the aim of providing useful insights for project collaborators,
including company Jacobs. The project links in to Jacobs’ existing contracted
work with City of Edinburgh Council on the Open Streets initiative and City
Centre Transformation.
It aims to complement and add to (rather than duplicate) other ongoing work
by various organisations, and provide valuable data-driven insights about
the recent Spaces for People temporary street intervention measures, whilst
exploring alternative ways to gather data through novel evaluation methods.
As this is an initial small pilot, the work has focussed on the George IV
Bridge Spaces for People scheme, but has tried to provide additional citywide insights as practical and possible within the project resource and time
constraints.
The project also builds on the recently completed ‘Improving the use of data
for decision-making in the transformation of public space’ research report,
completed in 2020 by the Edinburgh Living Lab at University of Edinburgh, in
partnership with Jacobs and City of Edinburgh Council. This identifies that a
‘3rd dimension of data’ - focussed on new and innovative ways of collecting
behavioural and contextual data that would otherwise remain invisible - can
provide valuable insight to public realm decision-making. Examples include
both technology-focussed methods and innovation in human-centred
qualitative methods, such as:
•
•
•
•

qualitative approaches (ethnography, observation, walking interviews)
digital public participation (via crowdsourcing, citizen science),
digital artefacts (data collected via sensors, GPS, CCTV, mobile proximity)
via third party databases (e.g. analysis of data from Google searches,
Strava, Uber, Airbnb, Serco’s Just Eat cycle hire scheme).

The pilot piece of work highlighted in this report is based on two types
of this ‘3rd dimension’ of data: 1) sentiment analysis collected via public
social media comments, and 2) spatial cycle hire data analysis thanks
to kind provision of the relevant dataset from company Serco. These are
complemented by a more traditional qualitative approach.
These findings should be considered indicative - a proof of concept
demonstrating the value of triangulating the piloted data-driven approaches
used, rather than any one method being of sufficient depth to standalone as
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is. This would require more research, resource and time. However these piloted
methods, and their combination, do demonstrate great potential for providing
data-driven insight to city-wide policy and decision-making.

Why is this important?
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the way we interact with each other and the
built environment.
Many cities globally have responded to the need for additional space for
pedestrians and cyclists in the public realm by introducing temporary or ‘pop up’
cycle lanes and increased pavement space. These have been triggered due to
a modal shift from public transport toward walking and cycling (amongst other
alternatives), and the resultant need to provide sufficient social distancing space
to reduce virus transmission. Edinburgh is one of these cities - actioning this via
the ‘Spaces for People’ scheme.

the changes are (which could feed into Spaces for People schemes still to be
implemented, or help iterate and improve thsoe already in place), as well as
providing insights for companies involved in their design and delivery (such
as Jacobs).

Project Aims
This small pilot aims to:
•
•
•

These changes to Edinburgh’s streets had to be made fast.
They have delivered rapid transformation of the way street spaces across the
city are split between transport modes, as well as a number of streets currently
entirely closed to vehicles. Whilst these changes are intended to be temporary,
they do also offer an important opportunity to reflect on their successes and
learnings that could inform wider or longer term decision-making. For example,
potentially acting as pilots or test-cases for possible longer term changes to
these streets, or feeding into ongoing planning work such as Edinburgh’s ‘City
Centre Transformation’ and/or upcoming City Plan 2030 and City Mobility Plan.
Next steps for the temporary road reallocation measures already installed also
need to be considered, and how any transition from temporary to permanent
will be made where relevant (and any iterations, improvements or changes in
between). Data-driven insights could add significant value to enhanced decisionmaking processes in respect of these points.
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) is therefore very important.
M&E allows us to understand the impact of these temporary street interventions,
if they have been effective and successful in achieving their goals, and provides
a rare opportunity to learn from a series of temporary pilots across the city
in a more iterative approach than is often possible. For example, M&E might
reveal insights around the specific design infrastructure elements used, how
interventions impact pedestrian/cyclist behaviour, or what public perceptions of

•

Test in practice key ideas from the ‘Improving the use of data in decisionmaking in the transformation of public space’ research report.
Test at least two novel M&E methods as a proof-of-concept which can
be used by Jacobs to develop thinking around a potential service offering
in digital public perception analysis and data-driven public realm design.
Feed into active, ongoing public sector built environment
implementation projects in Edinburgh, by sharing this indicative insight
with City of Edinburgh Council (relating to the Spaces for People scheme,
City Mobility Plan and City Centre Transformation) and Jacobs. Further
research would return more robust insight and findings.
Feed back insights from the work with data-providing partners such
as Serco (for example, by providing operational insights around cycle
route/number data affected by schemes such as this to feed into their
management of the Edinburgh Just Eat cycle hire scheme).

Key findings about Spaces for People interventions
•

Overall sentiment of tweets relating to the Edinburgh Spaces for
People scheme were slightly positive (0 to 0.3 polarity).

•

The George IV Bridge street intervention was broadly supported,
with 86% respondents more likely to cycle, and 75% more likely
to walk this route as a result of feeling safer from both vehicular
traffic and it enabling easier socially distancing.

•

Cycle hire data analysis revealed an increase in cyclist numbers
and those choosing to cycle via George IV Bridge versus other
routes following the street intervention being introduced.
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Our Approach

Research questions
This pilot project focussed on the following research questions, developed
and agreed with Jacobs:
1.
2.
3.

How are cyclist numbers and routes changing following
implementation?
What is motivating cyclists and pedestrians to change their behaviour
and use the scheme (or not)?
Are particular infrastructure elements added via the new scheme
supporting (or inhibiting) this behaviour change? What can we learn
more broadly about the scheme?

The methods used
Given other organisations are already conducting M&E of the Edinburgh
Spaces for People interventions using well established methods, our pilot
focuses on testing novel M&E methods that can be done remotely by
accessing data about people’s lived experience of these interventions or
ways they change the behaviour of those moving around the city.
For this pilot study, we focused on two novel M&E methods not typically
used for analysis of street interventions that could help answer the research
questions:
•

•
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Sentiment analysis collected via public social media comments. Using
Twitter data and hashtags (e.g. #SpacesForPeople) and keywords (e.g.
“George IV”, “bollards”, “signage’) to understand how people feel more
broadly about the scheme, giving indications for motivations for any
change in behaviour and particular design elements favoured/not.
Spatial cycle hire data analysis thanks to Serco’s provision of the
relevant Edinburgh Just Eat cycle hire dataset. Analysing changes
in cyclist routes and proportional numbers before and after scheme
implementation.

A third planned method - focussed on in-person qualitative interviews
conducted either spontaneously on the street with pedestrians, or pre-

Pilot location: George IV Bridge
planned after the interviewer and participant cycled the length of the
temporary scheme on George IV Bridge (to particularly answer questions 2
and 3), was not feasible due to Covid-19 restrictions. However, a small scale
online survey was conducted to help triangulate some qualitative data to
complement the sentiment analysis and spatial cycle hire data analysis.
This survey was not of sufficient sample size for statistically significant
results, but does help demonstrate how insights from qualitative methods
such as this can be combined with the two other methods.

A ‘data and design’ approach
The different methods used constitute a ‘data and design’ approach, as
advocated by the Edinburgh Living Lab. This is comprised of at least one
‘data’ method - in this case focussed on understanding cyclist numbers and
route changes before/after the street intervention on George IV Bridge via
analysis of spatial cycle hire data, as well as sentiment analysis of social
media datasets and an online survey to better understand people’s opinions,
lived experience and perspectives.
By cross-referencing these methods, we can better evaluate the street
interventions from a number of perspectives, and better target any future
more in-depth research to understand key insights or points of interest
or disagreement between methods. For example, the Just Eat cycle data
showed an increase ratio in numbers of cyclists choosing to take a route via
George IV Bridge following the changes to the streetscape. The qualitative
insights helped explore some of the reasons why this might have occured,
with many e.g. survey respondents saying there were more likely to cycle
this way as a result of the changes implemented via the Spaces for People
scheme.
The methods we explore here, and findings from them, are an initial test of
using remote large datasets via social media sentiment analysis and cycle
hire data as M&E tools for public realm street interventions - triangulated
with a more traditional survey method. Further use or development of these
novel M&E methods could offer additional helpful insight to complement
more established methods, and it is suggested these might form an
additional source of data-driven insight to complement (but not replace)
traditional methods - particularly where there are sufficiently large social
media or spatial datasets available.

To enable exploration of these methods at an achievable scale given the
project’s time and resource constraints, we agreed with Jacobs and City of
Edinburgh Council that George IV Bridge would be focussed on. Where
possible/more appropriate, wider insights about the Spaces for People scheme
would be gathered, but with George IV Bridge as the target area of focus.
The Spaces for People intervention on George IV Bridge was installed over
a four week period from 20 July 2020. Infrastructure changes included
the transformation of the former bus lane into a cycle lane and additional
pedestrian ‘lane’ adjacent to the current footpath. Rubber kerbing and orange
protective wands were added to delineate the edge of this new pedestrian
and cycle lane from the main vehicular carriageway. Two ‘floating’ bus stops
were also introduced, with bus boarding/disembarking taking place onto a
pedestrian build out on the vehicular carriageway side of the cycle lane.
A key learning from the methods piloted, was that social media sentiment
analysis requires a particularly large dataset. As such, to ensure the results
remained statistically significant, the sentiment analysis method focussed
more broadly on the Edinburgh-wide Spaces for People scheme and the two
specific local street interventions with enough data for robust pilot results Corstorphine and Gorgie/Dalry - instead of George IV Bridge.

Key findings about the methods used
•

Methods such as sentiment analysis, online surveys and
analysis of cycle hire data provide the most robust insight
when combined and cross-referenced.

•

Sentiment analysis can provide useful insight to public
perception of built environment interventions where
there are widely used relevant hashtags and social media
commenters (i.e. sufficiently large datasets).

•

Cycle hire data analysis provides a useful evaluation
method to understand how cyclist numbers and routes
change. This was possible thanks to provision of a large
private dataset by Serco. With more time, further analysis
of this data could provide other useful insights.
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Findings

1. How are cyclist numbers and routes changing following
implementation of the Spaces for People scheme?
The Just Eat cycle hire data analysis allowed for a quantitative
understanding of this aspect. For example, finding that use of
George IV Bridge as a cycle route showed a clear increase of 25%
between July to August 2020 (when the Spaces for People scheme
was installed), despite the total number of cyclists staying almost the
same.

9%

8%

7%
Fig E.
Proportion of total
Just Eat cyclists using
George IV Bridge as
part of their route.

6%

Triangulating findings to answer project questions
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The strength of this ‘data-and-design’ approach, is the triangulating
that is possible between the different methods used - social media
sentiment analysis, cycle hire data analysis, and qualitative survey
responses. Whilst this has been a short pilot study with limited
scope, and therefore more research and analysis would be needed
to further explore these indicative findings, they nonetheless
provide an interesting demonstration of how this approach can be
applied.

Sentiment analysis revealed an overall +0.19 i.e. slightly positive
sentiment for the George IV Bridge intervention specifically, and
an average slightly positive sentiment about Edinburgh Spaces for
People schemes overall - typically between 0 and 0.3 (on a -1 to +1
scale).

By cross-referencing findings from these methods we can answer
the research questions:

This slightly positive sentiment on average, agrees with survey
respondents’ general support for the George IV Bridge intervention

- with an average of 75% approval. Qualitative insights about the
George IV Bridge scheme give reasons for this as due to feeling safer
from vehicles and because they could socially distance more easily,
with 86% more likely to cycle, and 75% more likely to walk along
this street and route as a result.
As such, the results from all three methods seem to support the
notion that introducing a Spaces for People intervention increases
the number of cyclists (and potential cyclists) that would choose to
use that route. Whilst more in-depth research is needed, findings
also seem to indicate this might be particularly the case where
interventions use more permanent infrastructure, add additional
protected space for cyclists and pedestrians, and with less visually
intrusive design elements.
2. What is motivating cyclists and pedestrians to change their
behaviour and use the scheme (or not)?
The qualitative aspects of the survey helped provide insight into the
‘why’ behind the behaviour observed via cycle hire data analysis, and
sentiment analysis results.
Whilst more qualitative research would be needed for more
robust findings (which were not possible within the scope of this
project), reasons for using the George IV Bridge route following
implementation of the Spaces for People scheme typically included:
•
•

Feeling safer from vehicles when cycling or walking.
Being able to socially distance more easily whilst walking.

Those that stated they were less likely to use the George IV Bridge
street as part of their journey, gave reasons including:
•
•
•

Perceived lack of thought/care behind the design.
Lack of enforcement against vehicles parked in new cycle lane.
Accessibility concerns by those getting on/off buses at floating
bus stops due to the need to cross the cycle lane.

It makes it feel much safer
and more convenient to
cycle straight along the
street without having
to worry about weaving,
close-passing vehicles etc

The floating bus stops have made
it exceptionally hard for disabled
people to get on and off buses.
Without visible public
enforcement [against vehicles
parking/blocking cycle lanes]
these schemes are not going
to be attractive to new or
nervous cyclists.

3. Are particular infrastructure elements added via the new scheme
supporting (or inhibiting) this behaviour change? What can we learn
more broadly about the scheme?
Insights for this question came from the survey and the sentiment
analysis by (infrastructure element) keyword.
The survey found that use of rubber kerb defenders and orange/black
wands to protect and physically separate cyclists and pedestrians
from vehicles were seen as a key factor in making these users feel
safe. This was often cited via the survey as a key reason respondents
would choose to, or liked to, cycle along this route versus others.
There was also significant and strong support by most respondents
about the presence of the additional painted cycle lane and additional
pedestrian space. Though some respondents felt this should be raised
to pavement height to further separate cyclists and pedestrians from
vehicles. Floating bus stops were generally supported or felt neutral
about, but a smaller number of respondents strongly disliked these
for reasons of accessibility for visually impaired individuals. This is
something which should be further explored.
The sentiment analysis by keyword for Edinburgh tweets including
the #SpacesForPeople hashtag broadly agreed with the above. For
example, showing on average a positive sentiment for social media
comments discussing the addition of cycle lanes. However, in contrast,
the ‘cones’ keyword and associated comments had an average positive
polarity (+0.21) despite this element being negatively reviewed via the
survey. Where different methods indicate contrasting initial findings
like this, targeted further research would help better understand this
phenomenon.
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Sentiment
analysis
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What is sentiment analysis?

Some advantages of sentiment analysis include:

Sentiment analysis is a type of data mining that uses publicly accessible,
typically social media, comments to give an indication of whether those
commenting feel positively, negatively or neutral about a particular idea,
product or phenomenon. For example, it is often used to identify how
brands, companies or products are perceived.

•

Sentiment analysis is done using natural language processing (NLP),
computational linguistics and text analysis. Together this can reveal how
people feel subjectively, based on the social media comments, blog posts or
other textual material being analysed.

Why use sentiment analysis to understand built
environment interventions?
Sentiment analysis is not typically used to understand public perceptions of
built environment changes or interventions. Instead, more traditional (and
often in-person) qualitative approaches, such as user interviews. workshops
and surveys are typically used.
Despite its rare use currently, sentiment analysis has potential to be a useful
tool in understanding how built environment changes or interventions are
received. Particularly when in combination with other evaluation methods,
and where sufficient public social media discussion is taking place on a
specific intervention (for example via a dedicated hashtag).

•
•
•
•

It uses data consisting of public content that already exists to provide
insight (and therefore does not require additional participant time to
contribute their opinion, or researcher time to gather these).
Use of NLP and computational analysis is more time efficient than
manual analysis.
Where large, relevant datasets are used, it can give useful general
insights into how people feel about a phenomenon.
It circumvents the inherent bias in manual analysis. E.g. due to the
analyst being in a bad mood, having a preconceived opinion themselves
on the topic etc.
Public comments are not tailored based on the expectation they are
giving ‘feedback’ to the relevant organisation, arguably giving a more
real representation of perceptions.

Disadvantages include:
•
•
•
•

Those commenting on a particular phenomenon may be those who feel
more strongly (either way) about it.
NLP analysis inaccuracies in understanding the sentiment expressed in
some posts/content e.g. those using sarcasm. (This is less of an issue
with large datasets as the outliers are lost in aggregate).
There needs to be enough data available to provide significant or
reliable results.
It cannot provide a full understanding of the nuances or reasons behind
opinions. Combining sentiment analysis with user interviews, more
detailed manual reading of comments, and/or other methods is needed.

To mitigate the disadvantages above, sentiment analysis should always be
used in combination with other methods. This is what we have done as
much as possible within the scope of this pilot project and report.
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Results

Summary
The results shown in this report chapter are based on sentiment analysis
findings from Twitter posts to 15 December 2020, with the first relevant
post dated 23 June 2020. For up to date analysis and stats, a realtime sentiment analysis web platform was created for this work, which
includes analysis based on all tweets to date (username: spaces, password:
spaces2020#).
We had originally intended use of sentiment analysis to provide insights
and understanding of perception of specifically the George IV Bridge Spaces
for People street intervention. However, whilst there were enough tweets
to give an indication and some insights, there were not sufficient tweets
specifically referencing George IV Bridge to give significant findings relating
to this one scheme.
As such, we pivoted much of the sentiment analysis work to instead focus
on the larger dataset provided by the #SpacesForPeople hashtag and
relevant keywords, and further filtered based on geographic location to
delineate social media posts from Edinburgh versus sentiment about the
wider nationwide #SpacesForPeople scheme.
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Access the live sentiment analysis interactive platform for #SpacesForPeople
(username: spaces, password: spaces2020#).

Comparison: Spaces for People in Edinburgh vs
nationwide
To 15 Dec 2020, tweets sent from Edinburgh featuring #SpacesForPeople
had 62.3% positive, and 16.3% negative sentiment, whereas those from
all locations were slightly more favourable - 64.3% positive and 14.5%
negative.
This demonstrates broad positive perceptions of the Spaces for People
scheme, both in Edinburgh and nationwise, with slightly more positive
perceptions of the scheme nationwide than within Edinburgh itself - at least
within those commenting on social media about this.

Comparison of average sentiment polarity for the #SpacesForPeople
hashtag by day for Edinburgh and nationwide, shows tweets remained
broadly within the same polarity range i.e. between 0 and 0.5 positive.
However, on certain days (notably at the end of June, early August and
early November) opinion was more strongly negative (-1, -0.65, and -1
respectively), and on a day at the end of August opinion was more strongly
positive (0.85). This may be influenced by external Edinburgh-specific
factors - for example, two cyclists deaths on Edinburgh streets (James
Harrison and Heather Stronnach) immediately prior to the -1 dips at end of
June and early November.
Positive +1

+0.5

0

-0.5
Sentiment of Edinburgh
#SpacesForPeople posts

Sentiment of all
#SpacesForPeople posts

Negative -1

JUL

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

Average Polarity by Day
Edinburgh
All #SpacesForPeople
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Spaces for People in Edinburgh
Average sentiment by day for Edinburgh-based #SpacesForPeople tweets
typically remained between 0 and 0.4 positive for most of the period to 15
Dec 2020, occasionally dipping below and above this range.
Day-by-day sentiment compared to temporary intervention dates
Below, we have overlaid the sentiment analysis data with key Spaces for
People actions and interventions, as well as other significant events, to see
where they might correlate. It is hard to see from a day-by-day the impact of
these interventions as the installation process often took place over at least
a week. As such for this type of evaluation, it may be more helpful to look at
general trends in the sentiment data.
Positive +1

+0.5

0

-0.5

Negative -1

JUL

James
Harrison
killed at
Mount
Vernon Rd
East Princes
St
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SEPT

AUG

OCT

NOV

East Princes
St
Tollcross
Bruntsfield Pl,
Morningside Rd, Great
Junction St, St John’s
Rd, Gorgie/Dalry Rd,
Portobello High St,
George IV Bridge.

Average Sentiment Polarity by Day - Edinburgh

DEC

Cyclist Heather
Stronnach killed
in Portobello
Great Junction
St, St John’s Rd,
Portobello High St
Bruntsfield Pl,
Morningside Rd,
Gorgie/Dalry Rd,
Tollcross.

Cyclist killed
Date cones / orange
wands start to be
installed
Date black bollards/
kerb defenders start
to be installed

Sentiment by location within Edinburgh

Sentiment by keyword: design infrastructure elements

The following table shows how sentiment analysis for #SpacesForPeople
tweets vary by location within Edinburgh. This may give an indication of
public perception of the temporary interventions installed in these specific
locations.

To try to understand how sentiment and opinion varied by the different
design infrastructure elements used in the temporary Spaces for People
street interventions, we also analysed sentiment by keyword.

Whilst all locations were between 0.04 and 0.25 i.e. slightly positive, certain
locations scored higher than others. For example, Portobello scored 0.25 the highest of any location, and Corstorphine scored 0.04. If the assumption
that people typically tweet about the Spaces for People intervention closest
to their area is correct, then this may indicate a more positive perception of
e.g. the Portobello #SpacesForPeople scheme compared to Corstorphine.

However, more analysis would need to be done, and ideally a crossreferencing of the tentative insights from this study with other methods to
understand with more certainty the reasons behind the observed trends in
sentiment found.

Whilst there was not a sufficiently large dataset to reveal significant results
for analysis of these keywords (and therefore opinion about specific design
infrastructure elements) in respect of each specific street intervention, by
looking at these keywords across the #SpacesForPeople hashtag within
Edinburgh we found the following results:

This may offer an indication of which infrastructure elements are seen
more positively than others, though further analysis of exact social media
post content and ideally a mixed method approach including more detailed
qualitative inforamtion would be needed to provide a more nuanced
understanding - particularly about why these elements are felt positively/
negatively about.
Important to note - this method can only reveal which infrastructure
elements are mentioned in social media posts that were on average more
positive/negative/neutral in sentiment, not that the sentiment expressed
referred directly to this keyword/infrastructure element.
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Spaces for People: Corstorphine and Gorgie/Dalry
Given the sufficiently large dataset available for the St John’s Road
(Corstorphine) and Gorgie/Dalry temporary Spaces for People interventions,
we explored the insights possible using sentiment analysis for these
specific local intervention examples. Social media comments were included
from Edinburgh that used the #SpacesForPeople hashtag but also included
keywords of ‘Corstorphine’ (27 tweets) or ‘Gorgie’ and/or ‘Dalry’ (51 tweets).
Corstophine - sentiment analysis example for a localised scheme

Gorgie/Dalry - sentiment analysis example for a localised scheme
Positive +1

+0.5

0

Positive +1
-0.5
+0.5
Negative -1

JUL

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

0

Average Polarity by Day
- Gorgie/Dalry
-0.5

Negative -1

JUL

Average Polarity by Day
- Corstorphine

AUG

SEPT

Date cones / orange
wands start to be
installed St John’s Road

Example comment analysed as being negative

Example comment analysed as being positive
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OCT

NOV

DEC

Date black bollards/kerb
defenders start to be
installed St John’s Road

Date cones / orange
wands start to be
installed Gorgie/Dalry Rd

Date black bollards/kerb
defenders start to be
installed Gorgie/Dalry Rd

The graphs above therefore give an indication of public sentiment toward
the Spaces For People schemes by specific location and how this changed
over time. The two graphs show a broadly similar pattern - with a general
range between 0 and 0.3 i.e. a slightly positive sentiment on average, but
with occasional dips and peaks below/above this. For example, a dip to 0 or
below after the orange cones/wands being first installed in late July, but rise
immediately following introduction of the black bollards/kerb defenders
around the start of October.
Both locations had more tweets and data points between July and late
October, with a drop off in number (and decline in positivity from the
remaining tweets) into December. This may indicate a reduced interest in
and therefore commenting on these schemes the longer they have been
in place, with the fewer comments being made after October (and the rise
in positive sentiment following the introduction of the black bollards/kerb
defenders) by those with a continued interest being slightly more negative.

However, a better understanding would be enabled by larger datasets, or
triangulation with other methods that can provide more insight on these
points and the reasons behind these observed sentiment analysis findings.
Sentiment analysis can therefore be a useful tool - particularly for
phenomenon such as temporary street interventions or other built
environment changes which have generated large datasets of social media
comments and with particular hashtags or keywords that can be used as
selection criteria to identify relevant comments. The larger the dataset,
the further findings can be broken down (due to the need for statistically
significant numbers - certainly over 25) for responses including particular
keywords or hashtags of interest. In this example - larger datasets than
those found would also have allowed for analysis of e.g. the different
infrastructure elements e.g. ‘cones’ versus ‘black bollards’ as well as
‘Corstorphine’ AND ‘#SpacesForPeople” to help give more insights into how
different design infrastructure elements were perceived at different Spaces
For People street intervention schemes around the city.
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Qualitative
analysis
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Overview

Key findings

To complement the sentiment analysis and cycle hire route data analysis,
a third method was planned. This was due to be focussed on in-person
qualitative interviews conducted either spontaneously on the street with
pedestrians, or pre-planned after the interviewer and participant cycled the
length of the temporary scheme on George IV Bridge (to particularly answer
questions 2 and 3). These would provide valuable insights into the lived
experience of those using the new street infrastructure, or reveal reasons
why others would not choose to this route, as well as other insights and
perspectives from a diverse range of individuals. However, this was not
feasible due to Covid-19 restrictions.

Across the survey responses a few common perspectives were:

However, to still provide some qualitative insight - albeit using a more
traditional evaluation method and at a smaller scale - an online survey was
conducted to help triangulate insights between this and the sentiment
analysis and cycle hire data analysis methods. This is important because
qualitative data can often help provide insights into the ‘why’ for some of
the patterns and observations shown via the more quantative data analysis
methods. Whilst this survey sample size was not sufficient for statistically
significant results, it does demonstrate indicative findings, as well as how
this method can be triangulated with other data-driven and quantitative
methods such as spatial cycle hire data and social media sentiment
analysis.

75%

‘more’, or ‘much more’
likely to walk along
George IV Bridge with
the Spaces For People
infrastructure in place

86%

‘more’, or ‘much more’
likely to cycle along
George IV Bridge with
the Spaces For People
infrastructure in place

•

•

•

•

•

The majority of respondents were broadly in support of the Spaces for
People street intervention on George IV Bridge, with many commenting
strong messages of support and that the street interventions make them
more likely to walk (75%) or cycle (86%).
Others were supportive of the intention of Spaces For People measures
to improve conditions and safety for walking and cycling in Edinburgh,
and felt this was much needed, but were sometimes unsure of the choice
of design infrastructure elements or design details used to deliver this
(particularly the orange cones and wands used as initial temporary
measures) and felt improved communications strategies were needed
with the public about the reasons for these.
Some users feel strongly that the ‘floating’ bus stops on George IV Bridge
restrict accessibility for disabled users - particularly those that are vision
impaired - given the need to cross an additional ‘lane’ of pedestrians and
also the cycle lane compared to a standard bus stop.
A small but significant number of respondents did not support the Spaces
For People schemes and/or the street intervention on George IV Bridge.
This was typically for reasons of visual aesthetic of the temporary scheme,
concerns over the impact on adjacent businesses or vehicular traffic and
parking, or concerns about accessibility for vulnerable groups.
Design infrastructure elements most liked were new painted cycle lanes
and wider pedestrian spaces and rubber kerb protectors to protect the
cycle lane from vehicles. Moveable orange cones were liked least.

63%

said the interventions would
not change the likelihood they
would drive along George IV
Bridge. 37% would be less
likely to drive this route.

62%

said the interventions would
not change the likelihood they
would take the bus to/from
George IV Bridge. 13% would be
less likely, and 25% more likely.
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It is important that this is seen as part of a network
rather than one stretch of infrastructure. The Council
now needs to develop linkages (for example downhill
on the Mound and for cyclists heading south along
Bristo Place). Enforcement is also essential. Drivers
have been driving right into the protected space,
putting both pedestrians and cyclists at risk. I have
been abused and sworn at by a driver who was parked
inside the protected lane, and he eventually drove
off, driving over the defenders. Without visible public
enforcement these schemes are not going to be
attractive to new or nervous cyclists.

I would like to see the walking lane in the
road be raised to the level of the pavement
and made permanent. I would also like to
see the segregated cycle lane raised slightly
too to separate it from the road and maybe
planters in place of the orange bollards?

I wish more
roads would have
things like this.

It makes it feel much safer
and more convenient to
cycle straight along the
street without having
to worry about weaving,
close-passing vehicles etc
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Extracts from survey
responses about the
George IV Bridge Spaces
for People intervention
(Dec 2020)

I wish they’d rip the
whole lot out and put
the road back to the way
it was. It’s a disaster for
people who work there.

It’s helped as a pedestrian to
keep social distancing. I really
like the segregated cycle
paths. It stops cars parking on
them and should help improve
the safety of cyclists. This is
needed to help encourage
cycling across the city.

It has almost completed a safe cycling route all the
way from Portobello to the city centre which makes it
convenient for me to visit the city centre more often,
spending money in local cafes etc. I do not have a
car and sometimes I used to be put off cycling to the
city because of dangerous driving and dangerous
and inconsiderate parking. This infrastructure is now
part of a growing network across the city which is
vital for many of my journeys. I make more trips and I
spend more time in the area. I arrange to meet people
in the city centre, whereas previously I would have
suggested quieter areas. I can also now cycle with
friends who were previously afraid.

I would be more
confident in taking my
daughter down that road
on the back of the bike
now to the museum (vs
walk the whole way).

I can now keep
a social distance
from other
pedestrians.

I now have to be even more careful when
crossing the road to my bus stop after work,
as I have to check three different lanes
instead of just one. Cyclists cycle very close
to people waiting to board buses and don’t
slow down. I was almost hit by one as I tried
to board a bus the other day, so I have to
be extra vigilant about my personal safety.
I don’t even bother trying to drive into the
city centre these days, even when I need to,
because it’s such a nightmare.

I think central Edinburgh should prioritise
pedestrians and cyclists over drivers
- George IV Bridge is often incredibly
crowded for pedestrians under pre-Covid
circumstances, especially during the
festival, so any extra space is great.

It’s terrible. The floating
stops have made it
exceptionally hard for
disabled people to get on
and off buses, as the ramps
can’t lower to meet them.
To get to a floating stop you
not only have to cross the
road, but now a cycle and
walking path too, and most
cyclists do not give way on
these. Taking away bus stops
on the routes also hinders
disabled and elderly people
who travel by bus.

I am more likely to
walk along this road
at peak traffic hours.

As a cyclist, any additional
space and separation
from car traffic is welcome
as I do not want myself
and daughter (on the back
of the bike) to be killed by
an unobservant driver.

I can walk and cycle more easily
and feel safer. I don’t have to worry
if it’s a busy time of day with lots
of people walking and heavy traffic
- I can step into the extra walking
lane to get by without worrying I’ll
be hit by a bus or car.

Results and discussion

Like

Whilst the survey sample was necesesarily small, given the scope of this
pilot project and work, it did lead to some valuable insights into the reasons
why those using George IV Bridge felt positively, negatively or neutral about
this and other Spaces for People schemes (to complement the sentiment
analysis), as well as revealing the reasons why cyclists may choose to use or
not use this route before/after the temporary intervention (to add insight to
the cycle hire data analysis work).
In addition to the summary findings, reasons survey respondents described
liking the George IV Bridge temporary Spaces for People street intervention
were:
• With the infrastructure in place, they feel safer cycling this route,
particularly in terms of the threat from vehicular traffic.
• The cycle improvements as part of the scheme were strongly supported,
and were felt to help add to a safer connected network of cycling across
the city - though improvements to adjacent streets e.g. the Mound were
seen as still needed.
• The ability to social distance whilst walking along this busy central
route due to the additional space for pedestrians, was important to
many respondents and incentivised them to use this route.

For example, whilst the diagram to the right gives a general indication
of respondents’ opinion about the Edinburgh Spaces for People design
infrastructure elements used based on ranking these via the survey, it
doesn’t capture the full diversity of opinion and reasons for this. For
example, where there are a smaller number of people who strongly dislike
a particular infrastructure element that otherwise scored very highly as an
average, it is important to investigate this further to ensure the use of this
infrastructure element does not disadvantage certain individuals. This was
the case for the floating bus stops.
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Additional qualitative research would be needed to provide more robust
and statistically significant findings about both the insights above, and
the scaled average ranking of design infrastructure elements as shown
adjacent. However this survey provides some interesting initial insights and
demonstrates how this method can add value.
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pedestrian lane

‘Floating’ bus stop

Orange moveable cones
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However, some respondents dislike the George IV Bridge changes because:
• The floating bus stops were seen as reducing accessibility for
vulnerable groups.
• Cars and other vehicles were discussed parking in the new cycle and
walking lanes which discourages their use. Stronger enforcement
against these parked cars was seen as desirable.
• The temporary infrastructure is seen as visually unappealing. This ties
into concerns from businesses about how this could affect their trade.

Painted
cycle lane

Average sentiment ranking for
each infrastructure element.
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Cycle hire
data analysis
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Summary
To analyse spatial data relating to how cyclists movement, behaviour and
numbers changed before and after the George IV Bridge temporary street
intervention, we first needed to access a suitable dataset. Serco kindly
provided us with cycle use data from their Just-Eat cycle scheme operating
in Edinburgh. The data provided by Serco consisted of trips taken between
February and October 2020, and included the GPS trace describing the
exact routes taken for these anonymised trips, as well as their start and end
points. We used this rental bike dataset as representative of overall cycle
use in the city.
City of Edinburgh Council also kindly provided the dates and details for
when each of the Spaces for People schemes introduced up to October
2020 were completed.
Together, analysis of these two datasets allowed us to find valuable insights
into the ways that these cyclists’ behaviour changed before and after the
introduction of these street changes. Whilst there are a number of possible
additional factors, and establishing causation between what the data
has shown and specifically the Spaces for People changes to the street
environment is inherently challenging, we have nonetheless found some
interesting results.
Our main conclusion is that the data suggests the Spaces for People
temporary street intervention measures being introduced on George IV
bridge are correlated with this street’s increased use by (cycle hire) cyclists,
and was likely a cause for more cycle trips using that road segment. This
was also true of Great Junction Street, and St John’s Road - with cyclist
numbers increasing following the Spaces for People interventions. On
Gorgie Road and East Princes Street, a decline in cycle hire cyclist numbers
was observed following their respective street changes. However, we note
that, measuring intervention effects on cycle routes is a complex issue that
is influenced by external factors such as lockdown of offices and businesses,
as well as interdependence between interventions and cycle routes.
A longer scientific study could produce more rigorous results such as
predictive models of interventions, better service design and station
placement, and better understanding of transportation use in the city.
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George IV Bridge

Results

We found that while cycle usage increased during the pandemic, the usage
of George IV bridge shows small but clear increase immediately after the
intervention.
The data (Figure A, Table T1) shows the increase in cycle use during the
pandemic. As the lockdown lifestyle became familiar, the usage in May was
nearly triple that of April. The usage on George IV bridge shows a similar
(but slightly smaller) jump in April-May.
More interestingly, while the total cycle usage does not increase any more,
the use of George IV bridge shows a clear increase from July to August
from 812 times per month to 1013 times per month, which is an increase
of almost 25%. After August, the usage decreases, but this is in line with
overall decrease in cycle use during September - October, possibly due
to colder weather. Figure C shows the number of use of George IV bridge
relative to the total cycle use in the city, and we find that in that respect, the
relative use of George IV bridge stays at the level achieved in August.

TABLE T1

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

In addition - the use of any particular route may be affected by travel
reason. For example, certain city centre routes may typically be used more
for travel to/from work or university than other routes. However, this may be
affected by Covid-19 restrictions or behaviour changes such as increased
working from home. To adjust for these changes, we counted the number
of candidate trips which could have reasonably gone over the bridge (i.e.
if one or more other similar trips go over the bridge). The number of such
candidates increases rapidly in April-May (Fig D). But the actual use does
not increase (Fig B), and thus actual use as a proportion of candidates is low
at this time (Fig E). However, this usage picks up later, and by August is at
the same level as before the lockdown, and even higher later.
We believe this pattern can be explained as follows. The high usage of
George IV bridge under normal conditions (e.g. February) comes from
certain commuter routes such as traveling to the University. Early in the
lockdown, the demand for these routes decreased, but Just Eat cycle use
increased - including by people who previously did not use the bikes, and
possibly for different purposes. Many such users preferred not to use the
bridge, at least initially. Later on, its use increased.
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Other Edinburgh streets with Spaces for People
interventions

The jump in July-August (Fig E) is the steepest in the data, and suggests that the
intervention had an effect. While some commuting may have resumed, note that
the total cycle use has not gone up, and the increase is relative to the total bike
use. In particular, given that the recommendation for work-from-home has been
sustained in this period, the relative use rising to above pre-lockdown levels
suggests that bikers are finding strong reasons to use the bridge.

We also ran the same tests on multiple other road segments -- ones with
interventions and without. Several other interventions such as Great
Junction Street and St John’s Road saw an increase immediately after the
interventions similar to George IV Bridge, however Gorgie Road and East
Princes Street instead saw a decline in usage after the intervention. The
corresponding details, along with results for other intervention and nonintervention segments can be found in the appendix.
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Discussion

Discussion

A few different confounding circumstances add to uncertainty in the
analysis. The onset of the pandemic caused a change in the purpose and
nature of cycle use in the city. Businesses and office commute reduced in
this time, but cycles became a popular social-distancing-mode of travel.
Later on, businesses reopened to an extent, and Universities re-opened
with fewer on-site students. The precise effects of these changes in balance
remain to be studied.
Travel routes are complex objects, as are the impact of interventions on
their use. For example, interventions were implemented on certain road
segments, while the routes contain many road segments, and a cyclists
decisions are determined by the convenience of the overall route and not
only the intervened segment. Additionally, a single route may pass through
multiple interventions. These effects make it hard to isolate the impact of
individual interventions.
The complexity of routes manifests in several other ways. For example, the
relatively increased use of the George IV bridge after a positive intervention
necessarily implies a decreased relative use of some other routes. As a
result, a multiple intervention action, such as that in Edinburgh raises
complex interdependencies. The use of a road segment can even decrease
after positive interventions -- we see this effect on Queens Drive in the
adjoining figure. But the decrease may not be an impact of the intervention,
rather, it can be due to traffic being siphoned off by other interventions.
The intrinsic complexity -- that an intervention lies on many routes, while a
route may contain many interventions requires a complex analysis that was
outside the scope of this project.

Future work
In the future, we hope to extend this project in several ways. This includes
incorporation of information about lockdown measures and public activity,
more sophisticated statistical analysis to account for interdependencies
between routes, models for route usage in the city and predictions for
new interventions. New interventions in this case include changing of bike
stations in the city -- which we believe will help to deliver a better service.
We plan to carry out a per-user modelling and analysis to achieve a more
comprehensive model of bike use.
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Methodology
Methodology
The data that has been obtained from the Just Eat bicycles is split into
two components; the list of all trips completed, and the GPS trace details.
The first requirement was to verify which trips had used a variety of road
segments, adding the results into the dataset containing the full trip data.
We then analysed the updated dataset to obtain the proportions of users
using certain routes. Lastly, we repeated the same proportion analysis but
only including the trips that were deemed likely to use the given road
segment.

1.
2.

3.

Get the ordered list of GPS coordinates that are related to the given trip
id
For each consecutive pair of coordinates:
• Compare with the gates that have not yet been satisfied.
• If a gate is satisfied, that is, if it is intersected by the line segment
joining the two coordinates, remove from the set of gates.
Once all pairs of coordinates have been processed, if the set of
remaining gates is empty then the trip uses the road segment,
otherwise it does not.

Once we have the updated dataset with the extra features defining whether
each trip has used each of the road segments, combined with a definition of
a set of timeframes, we can calculate the total number of trips, the number
of trips using the given road segment and the proportion of cyclists using
the segment for each timeframe. The two sets of timeframes that we use
are weekly and monthly intervals. Smaller intervals would not have a large
enough volume of trips to be significant. From this breakdown we can
produce plots showing the changes in the proportion rate.
In addition to the initial plots we defined a filtration on the data set for
each road segment that removed each trip for which the start and end
location pair did not appear in the set of trips that used the road segment.
For each of the road segments we applied this filtration and generated the
same outputs as for the unfiltered data.

To verify whether a trip travels along a certain road we create gates, pairs
of coordinates, that describe the road. We need to do this as any set of GPS
coordinates are only accurate within an error bound and hence cannot look
for exact values. To add an extra degree of complexity the route over George
IV Bridge has other roads passing perpendicular underneath. Using the
defined gates, we define a trip as travelling over that road if, and only if, for
each gate there exists a line segment between a pair of consecutive GPS
coordinates that intersects it. Details of the specific gates can be found in
the Appendix for each of the road segments that we considered.
The algorithm that verifies a given road segment for each trip has the
following steps:
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Appendix

Dates that Spaces for People interventions were
implemented, Edinburgh 2020
Road closures - whole road closed to cars, only walking/cycling permitted.
Initial road closure schemes: w/c 01/06/20
•
•
•
•
•
•

Braid Road,
Silverknowes Road,
Links Gardens,
Cammo Walk,
Warriston Road
Stanley Street/Hope Lane

Later road closure schemes:
•
•

Waverley Bridge closure w/c 15/06/20.
Victoria Street and Cockburn Street are part time closures w/c
06/07/20.

Widened footway / cycle lanes Date work started on temporary cones or orange wands/cylinders.
Date for black bollards and kerb defenders.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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East Princes St – w/c 15 June, w/c 10 August 2020.
Bruntsfield Place – w/c 20 July, w/c 28 Sept 2020.
Morningside – w/c 20 July, w/c 28 Sept 2020.
Great Junction St – w/c 20 July, w/c 05 Oct 2020.
Tollcross – w/c 27 July, w/c 28 Sept 2020.
Stockbridge – SGN works have limited SfP measures installed.
St John’s Road, Corstorphine – w/c 20 July, w/c 05 Oct 2020.
Gorgie/Dalry – w/c 20 July, w/c 28 Sept 2020.
Portobello High St – w/c 20 July, w/c 05 Oct 2020.
George IV Bridge - started w/c 20 July 2020 (4 weeks to complete, West
side then East side). Bus stops installed last (mid August).

Just Eat cycle usage on routes with Spaces for People
interventions
George IV Bridge
Rubber kerbing and orange wands installed from w/c 20 July 2020.
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Bruntsfield Place
Temporary cones and/or orange wands installed w/c 20 July 2020.
Black bollards and kerb defenders w/c 28 September 2020.

28

East Princes Street
Temporary cones or orange wands/cylinders w/c 15 June 2020.
Black bollards and kerb defenders w/c 10 August 2020.
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Gorgie Road
Temporary cones or orange wands w/c 20 July 2020.
Black bollards and kerb defenders w/c 28 September 2020.

30

Great Junction Street
Temporary cones and/or orange wands w/c 20 July 2020.
Black bollards and kerb defenders w/c 05 October 2020.

31

St John’s Road
Temporary cones and/or orange wands w/c 20 July 2020.
Black bollards and kerb defenders w/c 05 October 2020.
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Just Eat cycle usage on routes without Spaces for
People interventions
Leith Walk
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Melville Drive

34

Nicolson Street

Pleasance

Queen’s Drive
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